CAPROCK AMBUCS – MOB BASKETBALL
TEAM SELECTION AND DRAFT PROCEDURE
ALL GRADES

I)

A player will be selected for a team through a player draft after a tryout session.

II)
III)

Players absent from tryouts will be included in the draft pool.
Players in all grades must attend tryouts prior to the draft.
A) 7th through 12th grade players missing the tryout may be suspended for their
team’s first two games.
B) 1st through 6th grade players missing the tryout may be suspended for their
team’s first game.
C) School activities are acceptable reasons for missing tryouts.
D) A parent/guardian excuse for a player missing tryouts is subject to MOB review in
order to dismiss game suspensions.

III)

Separate drafts will be held for leagues based upon the grade combinations set forth in
the Addendum to the Rules.
A) Only the team coach or his designee and one assistant may participate in
drafting a team.
B) The team coach or his designee must be a high school graduate or the
equivalent and an assistant must be at least a grade level above the highest
grade being drafted.
C) The higher grade(s) will be drafted first in each league.
D) Lot will determine the draft order for the beginning grade.
E) The draft order will be reversed at the end of each round until the number of
remaining players is insufficient to allow each team to select a player for that
round.
F) Players remaining in (E) will carry over to the lower grade and will be eligible for
selection at any time.
G) The draft order established in (D) will be reversed to begin the lower grade draft.
H) At the end of each round, the draft order will be reversed until all available
players have been drafted.
I)
A special draft session will be conducted for players who were required to
participate in the tryout activity, but did not participate.
1. These players will be drafted in a special draft session immediately
following the initial or regulardraft session.
2. A new lot will determine a new draft order for this special session.
3. These players, including any remaining players from the initial draft pool,
will form one final draft pool without regard to grade level.
4. If there are not enough players for a full round after the lower grade is
drafted, ALL undrafted players in the upper and lower grades will be
placed in the NO Show Draft.
5. During this special draft session the draft order will again will be
reversed at the end of each round until all players have been selected
from this final draft pool.
J) Teams unable to complete their rosters due to a lack of enrolled players will have
players added to their rosters as new players enroll.

K)

MOB will maintain the last draft order in effect at the time of the draft to add
newly enrolled players to appropriate team(s).

IV)

Brothers or sisters (including stepbrothers or stepsisters) will be drafted to the same
team unless otherwise requested by their parent(s)/guardian(s).

V)

MOB recognizes only the following conditions that link players to be frozen or drafted to
the same team:
A) Relatives living at the same address.
A) Step brothers/sisters living at the same or different addresses.
B) A special request due to the legal placement in homes or institutions.

VI)

EVERY draft selection must comply with the following three requirements:
A) Requirement # 1 - A frozen player that is not related to the team coach must be
drafted AHEAD of any other player, frozen or otherwise.
B) Requirement # 2 - A frozen player must be drafted in the FIRST AVAILABLE
round appropriate to that player’s grade.
C) Requirement # 3 - A non-frozen player linked to be drafted to the same team
must not be drafted ahead of a frozen player.

VII)

All frozen players, siblings or linked players to be drafted to the same team will always be
drafted one player at a time per round.

VIII) For draft purposes, frozen siblings (regardless of their number) are considered collectively
as one freeze option, allowing a team coach to freeze one other player if he/she so
desires.
IX)

All teams are entitled to option either one or two frozen players.
A) A team is not required to have an assistant coach in order to option more than
one frozen player.
B) A frozen player may be a relative of the team coach (or the assistant coach if one
exists).
C) Coaches wishing to freeze a player other than a relative of the team coach or
assistant coach must have completed a MOB FROZEN PLAYER form. This form
must be submitted to the Board prior to the beginning of the draft.
D) Final declaration of ALL frozen players must be made before the league’s draft
begins. The Board will specify the deadline for this declaration.
E) Coaches or assistants who elect not to freeze an eligible son/daughter do so with
the understanding that any player becomes available to be drafted by any team
at any appropriate time during the draft. MOB will not recognize, solicit, support,
or encourage any type of agreement between coaches, such as a “gentleman’s
agreement”.
F) --if a player is frozen, then unfrozen before the draft. The coach who froze the
player is not allowed to draft that player. And must disclose all information about
that player.
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X)

A team that does not opt to freeze a player is exempt from the draft requirements relating
to frozen players. However, there is no exemption from draft requirements relating to
players or siblings linked to be drafted to the same team.

XI)

The option selecting one frozen player to a team will be taken in the FIRST round of the
appropriate grade’s draft.

XII)

The option selecting a second frozen player to the same team will also be taken in the
FIRST round of the appropriate grade’s draft, or the FIRST AVAILABLE round of the
appropriate grade’s draft.

XIII) With respect to frozen siblings, regardless of their number, the option selecting each
sibling will be taken in the FIRST round of the appropriate grade’s draft, or the FIRST
AVAILABLE round of the appropriate grade’s draft.
XIV) As per Requirement # 1 (VI-A above), with respect to frozen siblings that are not related
to the team coach, the option selecting each sibling must be taken in rounds AHEAD of
ALL other players in the draft order.
XV) The following are draft requirements for non-frozen players linked to be drafted to the
same team (i.e. players such as siblings):
A) Players in the same grade will be taken in CONSECUTIVE rounds of the draft, or
the next available round of the draft without regard to grade level.
B) Players in different grades will be taken in the SAME round of their respective
draft, or the next available round (SAME + 1) of their respective draft, whichever
is earlier.
C) A sibling who would otherwise be selected during a special draft session must be
promoted to the initial draft pool prior to the start of the draft so as to be available
to be drafted in A or B above.

XVI) Keeping brothers/sisters on the same team will take priority over a non-linked draft
selection. In the last round of a league’s initial or special draft, if a brother or sister pair (or
other sibling combination) remains un-drafted and presents a situation wherein a team
picks one sibling, or has no choice except to pick one sibling, then that team will take the
other sibling(s) and return the pick(s) from the previous round(s) to the draft pool for
selection by the next team in the draft order.
XVII) Coaches may not trade players. However, the Caprock AMBUCS-MOB Board of
Directors reserves the right to negotiate or make player trades as necessary for the
benefit of the player(s).
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